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ABSTRACT
Human occupancy counting is crucial for both space utilisation

and building energy optimisation. In the current article, we present

a semi-supervised domain adaptation method for carbon dioxide -

Human Occupancy Counter (DA-HOC), a robust way to estimate

the number of people within in one room by using data from a

carbon dioxide sensor. In our previous work, the proposed Seasonal

Decomposition for Human Occupancy Counting (SD-HOC) model

can accurately predict the number of individuals when the train-

ing and labelled data are adequately available. DA-HOC is able to

predict the number of occupancy with minimal training data, as

little as one-day data. DA-HOC accurately predicts indoor human

occupancy for a large room using a model trained from a small

room and adapted to the larger room. We evaluate DA-HOC with

two baseline methods - support vector regression technique and SD-

HOC model. The results demonstrate that DA-HOC’s performance

is better by 12.29% in comparison to SVR and 10.14% in comparison

to SD-HOC.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Ubiquitous andmobile com-
puting design and evaluation methods;

KEYWORDS
Transfer learning; domain adaptation; ambient sensing; building

occupancy; presence detection; number estimation; cross-space

modeling; contextual information

1 INTRODUCTION
Predicting human occupancy in a building is crucial for maximising

building utilisation and improving the building management and

operations. However, to predict the number of occupants accurately,

there needs to be sufficient labelled data for training the predictors

and validating the model.
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Many time-series prediction problems suffer from missing la-

belled data and are unable to achieve acceptable accuracy. Unfortu-

nately, there is an abundance of unlabelled time series data which

exists for either training or test data for machine learning model

input. To utilise an unlabelled dataset, domain adaptation tech-

niques need to be implemented. There are three types of domain

adaptation based on the availability of the labels in the test dataset:

(1) Unsupervised domain adaptation;

(2) Semi-supervised domain adaptation; and

(3) Supervised domain adaptation.

To address the unlabelled problem, the unsupervised domain

adaptation is the best option because supervised and semi-supervised

domain adaptation techniques will not work in the absence of la-

belled data. For semi-supervised domain adaptation, the learning

model needs to have a set of labelled source samples, a set of unla-

belled source samples and an unlabelled set of target samples.

In this paper, we focus on implementing a domain adaptation

technique for indoor human occupancy prediction. Data obtained

from the U.S. Department of Energy indicates that 35% - 45% of

total maintenance costs within a building are spent on heating,

ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) [10]. Reducing HVAC

usage will massively lessen overall energy consumption. A Building

Management System (BMS) can intelligently adjust the HVAC based

on the occupancy pattern.

Many practical real life advantages can be obtained by knowing

the number of occupants residing in one building or one room at

any given time. The benefits include reducing energy consumption,

human indoor comfort and security area. Knowing the number of

people in advance can be used to adjust the HVAC to reduce power

cost if there is nobody inside a room for a given period. Comfort can

be improved by increasing or decreasing the temperature based on

the crowdedness of a room. For security, if the owner of a building

knows that there should be no one inside the building at a particular

time, detecting a person could indicate a security breach.

Understanding the occupancy pattern is also necessary for space

utilisation. If the usage pattern of two similar rooms is below 50% for

both rooms, it may be more beneficial to move the audience of one

room to another and utilise the newly vacant room for other more

useful purposes. Maximising space and room utilisation creates

greater space efficiency and could increase both individual and

group productivity.

In this paper, we propose a domain adaptation model for carbon

dioxide - human occupancy counter (DA-HOC). Domain adapta-

tion concept is shown in Figure 1. The human occupancy counting

baseline model accurately predicts the number of people when the

training and labelled data are available. We have designed a novel,

https://doi.org/10.1145/3137133.3137146
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semi-supervised domain adaptation for a human occupancy count-

ing model so it can be implemented in any room without adequate

labelled data. We compare our results with two baseline methods:

Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Seasonal Decomposition for

Human Occupancy Counting (SD-HOC) [3].

Domain adaptation is useful as most of the time we do not have

(or only have a very minimum amount of) historical data. With

domain adaptation, we leverage the previous working model and

adapt the model to the new environment. We picked the latest

baseline model for indoor human occupancy and integrated our

domain adaptation method on the top of baseline model to make

new DA-HOC.

time

Room A Room B (New Domain)

Build the model Train the model Test the new domain
adaptation model

SD-HOC 
Model

DA-HOC 
Model

DA-HOC 
Model

Figure 1: Illustration for the Main Algorithm DA-HOC.

1.1 Research Contribution
The main contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, we pro-

pose a new semi-supervised domain adaptation data preprocessing

method for human occupancy counting. Second, by making use

of this preprocessing method, we present a novel framework to

address semi-supervised domain adaptation problems. The perfor-

mance is evaluated using a real world dataset and is compared with

state-of-the-art techniques to measure the robustness of our new

framework.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2

presents the background of domain adaptation, specifically semi-

supervised domain adaptation and carbon dioxide - human occu-

pancy counting model. Section 3 covers the problem definition.

Section 4 introduces the methodology for DA-HOC model. Section

5 describes the experiments, results and comparisons with state-

of-the-art algorithms as a baseline. Section 6 concludes the paper

with directions for future work.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
2.1 Related Work
Data mining and machine learning technologies have made tremen-

dous achievements in many knowledge engineering areas covering

classification, clustering and regression [23, 26, 28]. Unfortunately,

most of machine learning techniques are designed to work with

the best results under one condition, the training and test data are

extracted from the same distribution and the same feature space.

Every time the distribution changes, the majority of the statistical

models need to be re-created with new gathered training data. Due

to this reason, domain adaptation research is emerging in the re-

cent years [20, 24] as a way of leverage to make a prediction on the

dataset that contains minimum labelled data.

There is a variety of knowledge engineering methods that can

fully utilise the benefit of the domain adaptation technique, for

example in the field of image recognition [17] and web-document

classification [1, 7, 14, 22]. A more prominent example where do-

main adaptation can shine is to classify product categories and

their product reviews automatically. In [5], a domain adaptation

technique is used to save a significant amount of labelling effort

and be more cost effective. A classification model is adapted and

trained on some products to help classification models adapt to

the other products to reduce the effort for annotating and labelling

reviews for various products.

Domain adaptation can also be implemented with deep learning

[19]. The author performed the domain adaptation technique for

fault analysis. Domain adaptation is suitable to analyse regression

series [6]. Other research in semi-supervised domain adaptation

including [8], [18] and [27]. A pipeline for unsupervised domain

adaptation is proposed by [12]. An active domain adaptation frame-

work is proposed by [16] for the purpose of adding the label for

unlabelled target data and to generate effective label queries during

active learning. Both supervised and unsupervised domain adapta-

tion experiments are applied for activity recognition from simple

in-home sensors by [15].

The other case for domain adaptation is when data can be easily

outdated. Data that was gathered during a given period might

have a different distribution when it is collected in the later period.

This problem usually appears on indoor WiFi localisation, where a

system may be required to locate user position based on WiFi data.

The WiFi signal value varies throughout time and the recalibration

process can be expensive. Domain adaptation technique can adopt

the localisation model from the previous period and adjust it for

later period [21].

2.2 Semi-supervised Domain Adaptation
In this paper, we focus on covering background for semi-supervised

domain adaptation.

Within pattern classification, methods for semi-supervised do-

main adaptation are designed to handle cases in which one cannot

assume that training and test sets are sampled from the same dis-

tribution. The reason is because they are collected from different

domains. However, some unlabelled samples that belong to the

same domain as the test set are available, enabling the learner to

adapt their parameters.

By definition, semi-supervised domain adaptation may be ex-

plained as is: Given a source domain DS and a corresponding learn-

ing task LS , a target domain DT and a corresponding learning

task LT , semi-supervised domain adaptation aims to improve the

learning of the target predictive function fT (·) in DT using the

knowledge in DS and LS , where DS , DT and LS = LT . In ad-

dition, some unlabelled target-domain data must be available at

training time.
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In the semi-supervised domain adaptation setting, the source

and target tasks are the same, while the source and target domains

are different. In this situation, a small amount of labelled data in

the target domain is available while labelled data from the source

domain exist. Besides, according to different situations between

the source and target domains, we can further categorise the semi-

supervised domain adaptation setting into two cases.

(1) The feature spaces (χ ) between the source and target do-

mains are different, χS , χT .
(2) The feature spaces between domains are the same, χS = χT ,

but the marginal probability distributions of the input data

are different, P(χS ) , P(χT ).

In this paper, we focus on the second case where the feature space

between source and domain is similar, but there is a difference in

their marginal probability distribution.

2.3 Carbon Dioxide - Human Occupancy
Counter Model

Many techniques can be utilised to predict human occupancy pre-

diction. Dutta P.K. et. al. [11] used a radar to predict human. Other

research used multiple ambient sensors including temperature, hu-

midity, illuminate, sound and CO2 [2]. Wi-Fi power measurement

can also be used to estimate the occupancy [9].

Human occupancy prediction with CO2 is gaining in popularity

as a model and PerCCS is a model with a non-negative matrix

factorization method to count people [4] using only one predictor

in CO2. In predicting vacant occupancy, they achieved up to 91%

but suffer from 15% accuracy in predicting the number of occupants.

PerCCS used SVR as their baseline method.

History data 

prediction time t

Future
prediction

time

t + Δt

Future data

Human 
occupancy

CO2

Source

Target

D
o

m
ai

n

Human 
occupancy

CO2

Figure 2: Domain adaptation prediction scenario for contin-
uous t in target domain showing the amount of CO2 fluc-
tuations. The fundamental task is to predict the number of
occupants at time t+∆t.

Seasonal Decomposition for Human Occupancy Counting (SD-

HOC) model is used to solve the non-linear correlation issue be-

tween CO2 and indoor human occupancy by decomposing both

CO2 and occupancy data [3]. In seasonal trend decomposition (STD),

there are three main components. The trend feature (TFt ) reflects
the long-term progression of the time series during its secular

variation. The seasonal feature (SFt ) is a systematic and regularly

repeated event during a short period of time. The irregular feature

(IFt also known as error or residual) is a short-term fluctuation

from the time series and is the remains after the trend and season

features have been removed.

This general SD-HOC formula will be applied to both time series

for CO2 dataset and human occupancy datasets. The main formula

is shown as below:

O(t) = TFO (t) + SFO (t) + IFO (t) + ZFO (t) (1)

O(t) Indoor human occupancy

TFO (t) Trend feature for occupancy

SFO (t) Seasonal feature for occupancy

IFO (t) Irregular feature for occupancy

ZFO (t) Zero pattern adjustment for occupancy

Ambient 
Data

Label Data

Data 
Integration

Data 
Preprocessing

Feature 
Engineering

Occupancy 
Modeling

Label Data

Ambient 
Data

Data 
Integration

Model
Re-training

New Occupancy 
Model

Occupancy 
Prediction

Data 
Preprocessing

SD-HOC 
Model

New 
Domain

DA-HOC 
Model 

(Domain 
Adaptation)

Figure 3: Data Collection and Analysis Framework.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
We proposed a solution to build a transferable model to be used for

indoor human occupancy prediction by just using carbon dioxide

(CO2) in other domain. From Figure 2, there is a full labelled dataset

from the source domain. As occupancy data is dependent on CO2,

a model can be built to predict indoor human occupancy from both

source and target domain CO2 sensors. We then develop a semi-

supervised domain adaptation method from the SD-HOC model

(the source model) and integrate this with the limited labelled data

from the target domain to predict the future human occupancy.

3.1 Scenario
Assume χ represents the length of a time series and is expressed as

χ =
{
χ1, χ2, ..., χq

}
, where q means the number of sample points.
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There are two types of time series, source domain time series (χS )
and target domain time series (χT ). For each time series datasets,

each has two aspects, CO2 concentration C and indoor human

occupancy O . To summarise, in total we have four aspects:

• CO2 concentration from source domain CS , defined as

CS =
{
CS1,CS2, ...,CSq

}
• CO2 concentration from target domain CT , defined as

CT =
{
CT 1,CT 2, ...,CTq

}
• Indoor human occupancy from source domain OS , defined

as OS =
{
OS1,OS2, ...,OSq

}
• Indoor human occupancy from target domain OT , defined
as OT =

{
OT 1,OT 2, ...,OTq

}

Domain Adaptation
(DA)

Target Domain (DT)

Semi-supervised 
Learning

Learning
Source 

(Ls)

Learning
Target 

(LT)

Prediction

Target
(PT)

Semi-supervised Domain 
Adaptation Learning

Labelled

Labelled Unlabelled

Figure 4: Overview of the Semi-supervised Domain Adapta-
tion Learning Method.

3.2 Domain Adaptation
In the non-domain adaptation problem, χS and χT are both assumed

to have been drawn from the same distribution, χ . In the domain

adaptation setting, however, we would like to apply our trained

classifier to examples drawn from a distribution different from the

one upon which it was trained. We, therefore, assume there are two

separate distributions, χS and χT , from which data may be drawn.

It is important to note that one can have a semi-supervised

algorithm that does or does not make the domain adaptation as-

sumption, and vice versa. Much of the work in this paper, however,

was inspired by the belief that, although distinct, these problems

are nevertheless intimately related. More specifically, when trying

to solve a transfer problem between two domains, it seems intu-

itive that looking at the data of the target domain during training

will improve performance over ignoring this source of information.

Similarly, even if one believes he is not solving a transfer problem,

it may still be beneficial to model one’s training and test data as if

they were not identically distributed.

For the domain adaptation prediction model, two problems need

to be focused on:

• Data preprocessing method for DA-HOC to ensure source

domain and target domain have the same granularity.

• Develop semi-supervised domain adaptation for each SD-

HOC component (TFt , SFt , IFt and ZFt ).

For the domain adaptation method, we build a model using one

dataset from a single location as source domain (χS ) and then

construct a semi-supervised domain adaptation framework so the

previous model can be utilised to predict in another environment

as target domain (OT ).

4 METHODOLOGY
There are three phases of methodology steps that are implemented

for the data collection and analysis framework as shown in Figure

3. The first step is to build the SD-HOC model to the source model

that have full labelled data. The second step is to train the model

with new labelled data from the target domain. The final step is to

implement the DA-HOC model to predict the human occupancy.

Semi-supervised domain adaptation concept is shown in Figure 4.

DA-HOC model consists of three main phases: the preprocessing

CO2 data, the main algorithm and the post adjustment model.

Carbon Dioxide Concentration

x x+n x+2n x+3n x+4nx-n0

LB

Figure 5: Correlation between human occupancy number
and carbon dioxide concentration.

4.1 Preprocessing DA-HOC
During the preprocessing phase, both data from source and target

are merged. Autocorrelation and the line of best fit and time lag

analysis [3] are an integral part of the preprocessing phase. The

purpose of this step is to adjust the time for the duration of CO2

gas to permeate and populate the whole room. The time lag value

differs for each case and the larger the room is, the greater the time

lag value.

LBCO2
=

∑Nmax−1
n=1 Cmin

Nmax − 1
(2)

LBCO2
Lower bound for CO2 value

n Counter number

Nmax Total number of local maximum points

Cmin local minimum CO2 concentration value located

after local maximum n

In Equation 2, we calculate the lower bound value (LB) to adjust

the time series and find a lower threshold for the CO2 concentration

when the room is supposed to be vacant. This value reduces the

calculation complexity for the main algorithm DA-HOC. Figure
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Domain Adaptation 
Method for Trend

Domain Adaptation 
Method for Seasonal

Domain Adaptation 
Method for Irregular

Domain Adaptation 
Method for ZPA

Irregular Value (Input)Seasonal Value (Input)Trend Value (Input)Observed Value

SD-HOC Model for IrregularSD-HOC Model for Trend

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Concentration (normalised)

Indoor Human Occupancy

Zero Pattern Adjustment Model

Indoor Human Occupancy (Input)

SD-HOC Model for Seasonal

SD-HOC 
ALGORITHMPCC LR (M5) AIC DTW LR (M5) AIC ZPA

Seasonal Decomposition 
for Human Occupancy 

Counting (SD-HOC)

Figure 6: Semi-supervised domain adaptationmethod for Seasonal Decomposition for Human Occupancy Counter (DA-HOC).

5 shows that the LB value fluctuated based on the rooms’ char-

acteristics, conditions and the demographics of humans inside it.

Complexity reduction algorithm is shown at Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Infused LBCO2
with the dataset for complexity reduc-

tion calculation

1: procedure Vacant_Lower_Bound(LBCO2
)

2: len← 0 ◃ len: Length for Cq
3: temp← 0

4: for each node c ∈ Cq do
5: len++
6: if c ≤ LBCO2

then
7: temp← len
8: Cq [temp] ← LBCO2

9: end if
10: end for
11: end procedure

The value of LBCO2
is used for the input parameter in DA-HOC

to modify any concentration value which is lower than the thresh-

old value. Binary prediction accuracy is boosted with this carbon

dioxide concentration uniformity of threshold value for the vacant

room.

Temporal frequencies and time intervals from both source and

target domains with each time lag value datasets are then correlated

and adjusted based on the differences in temporal frequencies. Pre-

processing values can be extracted using the formula in Equation

3.

With the preprocessing value, the dataset with the higher tempo-

ral frequency can be adjusted by reducing the period to equalise the

lower temporal frequency dataset. By reducing the period, excess

data issues can be mitigated and the higher temporal frequency

A = |
α × F

T emp
S − (1 − α)F

T emp
T

Ti
| (3)

A Preprocessing value

α Weight value for temporal frequency for source

F
T emp
S Temporal frequency for source value

F
T emp
T Temporal frequency for target value

Ti Time interval value

dataset undergoes a data reduction process. Once both datasets have

similar temporal frequencies, the preprocessing phase is complete.

4.2 Main algorithm DA-HOC
Main algorithm DA-HOC divides the datasets into three portions.

The source dataset (DS ), the target dataset (DT ) and the learning

target dataset (LT ). The source dataset contains all the labelled

datasets from the source domain, the target dataset contains all the

unlabelled datasets from the target domain and the learning target

dataset contains all the labelled datasets from the target domain.

The learning target dataset quantity is exiguous compared to both

source and target datasets. A proportional comparison between

learning target and target datasets is 0.1 or less. Figure 2 gives an

illustration for this division.

The second data partition is divided between the vacant room

prediction and occupied room prediction. The original SD-HOC

algorithm does not differentiate between these two because by re-

training the model for every domain, the newmodel can capture the

condition and the essence from each domain. Due to the majority

of target domain dataset is unlabelled, however, differentiating the

vacant and occupied rooms can be designed by the model in a more

proportional way.
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As DA-HOC is the adapted from SD-HOC, the data set is fac-

torised to four different features: trend feature (TFDAt ), seasonal

feature (SFDAt ), irregular feature (IFDAt ) and zero pattern adjust-

ment feature (ZFDAt ) as shown in Figure 6. Below is the general

formula for DA-HOC shown in Equation 4.

ODA
t = TFDAt + SFDAt + IFDAt + ZFDAt (4)

4.2.1 Domain Adaptation Method for the Trend Feature (TFDAt ).
The trend feature behaves similarly between CO2 concentration

and human occupancy due to its linear correlation. The first algo-

rithm for trend feature model is the maximum mean discrepancy

(MMD) [13]. The purpose of MMD is to bring the average of the

two distributions closer to each other while it projects the data into

its principal components directions of the full data including the

source and target domain. We want to find a function that assumes

different expectations on two separate distributions.

Equation 5 definition: Let F be a class of functions f:X → R. Let
p andq be Borel probability distributions and letX = (x1,x2, ...,xm )
and Y = (y1,y2, ...,ym ) be the samples composed of independent

and identically distributed observations drawn from p and q, re-
spectively. We define the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) and

its empirical estimate as

MMD[F ,p,q] := sup

f ∈F

(
Ep

[
f (x)

]
− Eq

[
f (y)

] )
(5)

Putting trend feature source domain (TFDAS ) as p and trend fea-

ture target domain (TFDAS ) asq , we can elaborate theMMD formula

as shown in Equation 6.

MMD[F ,TFDAS ,TFDAT ] := sup

f ∈F

(
1

m

m∑
i=1

f (TFDASi )−
1

n

n∑
i=1

f (TFDAT i )

)
(6)

With DA-HOC, understanding the trend feature distribution’s

distance for each domain is necessary due to lacking training data

from the related environment dataset, trend component pseudo

model needs to be created so that it mimics the model from other

domain and compare the boundary between the top and the bot-

tom value for human occupancy. The CO2 concentration behaves

similarly due to normalisation process during preprocessing data.

Finding the mapping between CO2 level and the number of people

inside is the key contribution from the trend feature model. The

general function with Taylor’s expansion for trend feature analysis

is shown in Equation 7.

TFDAt = α0 + α1(TF
DA
t ) + α2(TF

DA
t )

2 + ... + αn (TF
DA
t )

n + ϵ
(7)

4.2.2 Domain AdaptationMethod for the Seasonal Feature (SFDAt ).
The seasonal feature is the repeating part of data during a short

period. Due to its nature, once DA-HOC model can obtain the re-

peating pattern for the seasonal feature, the prediction is more

accurate. The SD-HOC seasonal feature focuses on the regularly

repeated event during a short period. Domain adaptation method

for the seasonal feature will learn from the short amount of new

testing data and then correlate them with the original model to find

the similarity. Duration of each repeating is essential and will be

translated to the new model. The full algorithm for the seasonal

feature is shown in Algorithm 2. With DA-HOC model, data pat-

tern from the seasonal feature from source domain is extracted and

from its pattern, the seasonal feature from target domain can be

deciphered.

Algorithm 2 Finding a repeated pattern sequence inside seasonal

feature

1: procedure Repeated_Seqence(SFCDt , SFDAt )

2: len← 0 ◃ len: Length for SFCDt
3: a← SFDAt [len] ◃ a: Start Point

4: for each node i ∈ SFDAt do
5: len++
6: SFCDt ← SFCDt + SFDAt [i]

7: if a = SFDAt [i] then
8: if DTW(SFCDt ,SFDAt [i + 1..i + len]) > 95 then
9: SF_FinDAt ← SFCDt
10: break
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: return SF_FinDAt
15: end procedure

4.2.3 Domain AdaptationMethod for the Irregular Feature (IFDAt ).
The irregular feature is the residual component from the raw data

minus both the trend and seasonal features. DA-HOC irregular

feature is similar to trend feature without Pearson product-moment

Correlation Coefficient. We implement the similar domain adapta-

tion method from Section 4.2.1.

MMD[F , IFDAS , IFDAT ] := sup

f ∈F

(
1

m

m∑
i=1

f (IFDASi ) −
1

n

n∑
i=1

f (IFDAT i )

)
(8)

For DA-HOC irregular feature model, we correlate it like trend

feature with weight value due to the possibility of different in scale

between the source and the target components.

IFDAt = β0 + β1(IF
DA
t ) + β2(IF

DA
t )

2 + ... + βn (IF
DA
t )

n + γ (9)

4.2.4 Domain Adaptation Method for the Zero Pattern Adjust-
ment Feature (ZFDAt ).
The SD-HOC ZPA feature is invented to adjust the condition where

the room is vacant and minimising false positives. Domain adap-

tation method for ZPA includes a adapted ZPA border adjustment

for the start point and the end point that have been declared in

the original model with a new weight mechanism. This weight

mechanism needs to be implemented as the new testing data will

not be enough to understand the complete structure of the new

environment and the original model for ZPA can provide a minimal

contribution. The weighting calculation is shown in Equation 10.
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w =
1

2

[∑n
i=1 ZFStart

CD
t

n
+

∑n
i=1 ZFEnd

CD
t

n

]
(10)

w Weight value

ZFStartCDt ZPA Starting Point for SD-HOC

ZFEndCDt ZPA Ending Point for SD-HOC

n Total number of dataset

i Counter value

once the weight value has been obtained, the new ZFStartDAt
and ZFEndDAt can be acquired using equation 11.

ZF [Start/End]DAt = w · ZF [Start/End]CDt (11)

ZF [Start/End]DAt ZPA Starting/End point for DA-HOC

ZF [Start/End]CDt ZPA Starting/End point for SD-HOC

w Weight value

Figure 7: The correlation plot between trend, seasonal, ir-
regular and CO2 value between vacant (red) and non-vacant
room (blue).

4.3 Post Adjustment DA-HOC
Post adjustment phase contains final calibration and model evalua-

tion. The final calibration includes plotting each feature from the

previous subsection and correlate each value with their vacant and

non-vacant condition using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) as

shown in Figure 7.

From Figure 7, we can conclude that the correlation between

seasonal and irregular factors resulting in clear separation between

vacant and non-vacant so we can group the prediction accordingly.

If each correlation mix vacant and non-vacant together like the

trend and the seasonal factors above, the final calibration step is

finished.

For model evaluation, we decided to use two baselines. The first

one is SVR and the second one is SD-HOC. From Figure 8, it shows

data from both source domain (DS ) and target domain (DT ). Target
domain is divided into three different parts. The first one, training

data for the baseline (TB) is only used for baselines. The second

part, the learning task from target domain (LT ) and the length

duration is short. The third part is the prediction target (PT ). PT

Source Domain (DS) Target Domain (DT)

Learning Task
Source (LS)

Learning 
Task

Target (LT)

Training for
Baseline (TB)

Prediction 
Target (PT)

CO2

Occupancy

Figure 8: Source Domain and Target Domain.

is the duration where we predict the number of people for every

minute.

For each baseline, they are both trained with and without TB as

in the real world scenario, it is not easy to have a long duration of

training data set. We have SVR(-TB) and SD-HOC(-TB) for baseline
that train using LT dataset only, SVR(+TB) and SD-HOC(+TB) for
baseline that train using both TB and LT dataset and our proposed

DA-HOC model with model trained with other domain dataset (LS )
and improved using short duration of LT .

We used two baselines methods to ensure that the new pro-

posed domain adaptation algorithm performs. Domain adaptation

research is hard to compare and it is almost impossible to compare

the prediction accuracy based on the numbers only. For this rea-

son, we decide to add another dataset before LT so the baseline

could have a proper training dataset. We called this new dataset as

training for baseline (TB). Because of this, it is expected that any

baseline with TB will have a better accuracy prediction compared

to any algorithm with domain adaptation. The cross-domain analy-

sis will perform worse than same domain analysis. The question

that we want to solve is, how worse is the result compared to the

same domain algorithm? Furthermore, we subsequently run the

same baseline algorithm without TB. If our domain adaptation al-

gorithm can perform better than baseline algorithm without TB
result, it provides a promising research direction, as producing

a new model from another domain is propitious to increase the

prediction accuracy given the lack of data from the target domain.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For the source domain, we decided to gather ambient data on one

academic office belonging to one staff member at RMIT University,

Australia. This room is chosen for DA-HOC source domain because

a controlled experiment can be conducted for an extended period

of data collection.

For the target domain, we utilised a large dataset of volatile

organic compounds collected with a mass spectrometry in a cinema

theatre from Germany [25]. We extracted and used the CO2 channel

from the dataset for the purpose of our study. This cinema theatre

dataset is utilised due to its nature of having fluctuating numbers of

people throughout the day. The numbers of people in the audiences

can reach up to three hundred and can decrease to zero within two

hours.
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Our experiment is divided into two stages, binary occupancy

prediction and occupancy counting prediction. Binary occupancy

predicts whether the room is vacant or occupied. For the single

office room, 89.38% of the dataset shows when the room is unoc-

cupied. For cinema theatre dataset, it shows 67.89%. Occupancy

counting prediction focuses on predicting the number of people in

the room.

Table 1: Detailed statistical information of the datasets for
both small and large rooms.

Information Single office room Cinema theatre

Min. # of occupants 0 people 0 people

Max. # of occupants 5 people 279 people

Avg. # of occupants 0.16 people 20.69 people

Mode # of occupants 0 people 0 people

Min. CO2 378 ppm 388.59 ppm

Max. CO2 1002 ppm 3518.06 ppm

Avg. CO2 464.82 ppm 690.95ppm

Mode CO2 453 ppm 424.26 ppm

Number of entrance 1 3

Door condition Default state is closed Closed

Windows condition Closed at all times Closed at all times

Sensor used

NetAtmo weather

station

Mass Spectrometry

5.1 Experiment Settings and Parameters
5.1.1 Source Domain Location. A commercial off-the-shelf Ne-

tatmo urban weather station (Range: 0-5000 ppm, accuracy:±50

ppm) was used to collect ambient CO2 data. The duration of data

gathering is two months, from May to June 2015. The dataset is up-

loaded to a cloud service for integration purposes. Due to the small

room characteristic (3x4x3.5m), the time lag is 0 as we assume that

there is a negligible period between exhaling process and sensor

reading. The time window that used for this dataset is 5-min.

We did manual labelling for the number of people as we were

doing controlled experiment. Netatmo urban weather station was

chosen because it has a good range of CO2 sensor. The device was

put on a window with the human nose’s height because at this

level of height CO2 concentration is changed first. Further detail

information about this room dataset in elaborated in Table 1.

5.1.2 Target Domain Location. The cinema dataset was collected

between December 2013 and January 2014 [25]. The cinema’s maxi-

mum capacity is 300 people. Due to the size of the cinema room, the

dataset was collected using mass spectrometry machinery installed

on the air ventilation system. The air flows from the screening

room via the ventilation system to the mass spectrometer for data

analysis.

For cinema theatre dataset, we use 5-min time window for data

analysis. The cinema theatre capacity is up to 300 people and for

this experiment, we run the line of best fit for time lag 0 to time

lag 60. The lowest NRMSE is at time lag 32 and we use time lag 32

as time lag baseline. Further detail information about this cinema

dataset in elaborated in Table 1.
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Figure 9: Binary Occupancy Prediction Result.

5.1.3 Experiment Tool. Waikato Environment for Knowledge

Analysis (Weka), MATLAB and R were utilised to help us perform

this experiment. Weka is used for machine learning algorithms and

data analysis. MATLAB is utilised in building some models and R

is for data integration, analysis and visualisation. We imported the

data from R into Microsoft Excel for data analysis and visual output

enhancement.

5.2 Evaluation and Baseline
For the evaluation of time lag, we implement the SD-HOC pre-

processing method [3]. The time lag for the cinema theatre is 32

minutes. This value is derived from the size of the room and the lo-

cation of the mass spectrometer. Time lag means that there is a time

Table 2: SVR (with TB), SD-HOC (with TB), SVR (without TB), SD-HOC (without TB) and DA-HOC Human Binary Occupancy
Prediction Accuracy Result.

LT - PT
(

LT
LT + PT

)
| SVR (+TB) SD-HOC (+TB) | SVR (-TB) SD-HOC (-TB) | DA-HOC
| [ TB + LT ->PT ] | [ LT ->PT ] | [ LS + LT ->PT ]

1 - 13 (7.14%) | 81.62% 88.58% | 56.85% 59.85% | 67.85%
2 - 12 (14.29%) | 80.93% 88.30% | 56.84% 59.84% | 68.84%
3 - 11 (21.43%) | 80.44% 89.51% | 52.58% 54.58% | 67.58%
4 - 10 (28.57%) | 84.19% 90.38% | 56.79% 58.79% | 67.79%
5 - 9 (35.71%) | 87.52% 91.04% | 59.19% 61.19% | 71.19%
6 - 8 (42.86%) | 90.00% 93.89% | 60.24% 62.24% | 73.24%
7 - 7 (50.00%) | 91.28% 95.84% | 63.42% 64.42% | 75.42%
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Table 3: SVR (with TB), SD-HOC (with TB), SVR (without TB), SD-HOC (without TB) andDA-HOCHumanOccupancy Counting
Prediction Accuracy Result.

LT - PT
(

LT
LT + PT

)
| SVR (+TB) SD-HOC (+TB) | SVR (-TB) SD-HOC (-TB) | DA-HOC
| [ TB + LT ->PT ] | [ LT ->PT ] | [ LS + LT ->PT ]

1 - 13 (7.14%) | 71.52% 73.85% | 50.45% 51.45% | 59.45%
2 - 12 (14.29%) | 70.26% 72.00% | 51.84% 52.84% | 59.84%
3 - 11 (21.43%) | 70.10% 72.10% | 50.19% 51.19% | 59.19%
4 - 10 (28.57%) | 71.83% 72.84% | 51.29% 53.29% | 59.29%
5 - 9 (35.71%) | 73.46% 74.23% | 50.02% 51.02% | 62.02%
6 - 8 (42.86%) | 74.54% 76.13% | 52.51% 53.51% | 62.51%
7 - 7 (50.00%) | 75.87% 77.18% | 53.75% 55.75% | 63.75%

delay between when the person enters the room, the measurement

of the CO2 and the reaction from our model. CO2 needs to travel

from the occupant’s respiration output to the mass spectrometer’s

sensor.

There are total four baselines that we used for this experiment.

SVR algorithm that model is trained with TB dataset and with-

out TB dataset and SD-HOC algorithm that model is trained with

TB dataset and without TB dataset. We called them as SVR(-TB),
SVR(+TB), SD-HOC(-TB) and SD-HOC(+TB). We run each experi-

ment for both vacant prediction and occupancy counting. Vacant

prediction means that each algorithm only predicts whether the

room is empty or occupied. Occupancy counting means that each

algorithm needs to predict the exact number of occupants for each

PT time frame. Vacant prediction accuracy should be higher than

occupancy counting prediction accuracy. We decide to run the ex-

periment multiple times for a different number of days for both LT
and PT. The longer the duration of LT results in a higher accuracy

of each algorithm.

If the prediction value is within ±5 people from the ground truth,

we count this as true positive. We calculate the prediction accuracy

as the number of true positive values divided by the number of PT

records in the dataset.

5.3 Experiment Result
Starting from day one in the learning task target data (LT ), we
split the data into two sections. We used the LT data from day 1

to predict the next 13 days (PT ) and compared this baseline result

with our DA-HOC method. This result is line one of Table 2. With

LT data from 2 days predicted 12 days (PT ) and compared this in

line two. This step is repeated until learning and prediction data

have 50-50 split.

For Figure 9 and 10, we calculate

LT
LT + PT

and present this as a

percentage to visualise the comparison of binary occupancy and

occupancy counting prediction for the varying dataset predictions

from

1

1 + 13
(equals to 7.14%) to

7

7 + 7
which corresponds to 50%

split between learning task target and prediction target data.

The binary occupancy prediction accuracy results are shown

in Table 2 and Figure 9. The accuracy of SD-HOC(+TB) ranges
from 88.58% - 95.84% (see Table 2 column 2) and is the highest

compared to other algorithms. The accuracy of SVR(+TB) is the
second best (see Table 2 column 1). DA-HOC is the most accurate

algorithm (compare Table 2 column 5 with column 3 and 4) if the

TB dataset is not available. DA-HOC’s performance is better by

12.29% in comparison to SVR and 10.14% in comparison to SD-HOC.

Overall, SD-HOC is more accurate than SVR and this result agrees

with previous research [3]. The accuracy increases for the larger

learning dataset, higher LT .
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Figure 10: Occupancy Counting Accuracy Result.

The occupancy counting prediction accuracy results are shown

in Table 3 and Figure 10. Any algorithms with TB as part of their

training dataset result in higher accuracy.Without usingTB dataset,

DA-HOC has the highest accuracy averaging from 59.45% - 63.75%

with ±5 people error tolerance (see Table 3 column 5). Even though

the accuracy seems low, predicting the number of the occupant

from 0 to 300 with more than 60% accuracy is acceptable.

There are two periods for the empty room prediction in the

cinema theatre. The first one is from midnight to the morning

when the cinema theatre is closed. Our ZPA method covers this

interval. The second timespan is between cinema sessions where

the previous screening audience leaves the cinema before the next

screen audience enters. Some of our predictions returned negative

occupancy values (up to -19 persons). Due to this inaccuracy, we

forced our model to convert each negative prediction into zero

occupancy. The binary occupancy accuracy prediction is higher

than the occupancy counting accuracy prediction. This result is

expected as predicting whether the room is vacant or not is easier

than predicting the exact number of people inside. The significance

of this research is any large room utilisation prediction can be

conducted with a negligible amount of training data.
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6 CONCLUSION, LIMITATION AND FUTURE
WORK

Human occupancy counting research is useful in many areas, such

as space and room utilisation, energy consumption reduction, hu-

man comfort and security. In some cases, having a proper train-

ing dataset to build a robust human occupancy counting model

could not be obtained. DA-HOC is the latest state-of-the-art domain

adaptation technique to predict indoor human occupancy with a

minimum amount of training data set and leverage the prediction

model knowledge from other content to be used as the baseline

model. Domain adaptation allows us to transfer the classification

knowledge into a new domain.

DA-HOC’s binary prediction accuracy up to 75.34% with only

minimum training data is encouraging. Even though DA-HOC per-

forms on average 20% less accurate for binary prediction and 15%

for occupancy counting, DA-HOC is the best model when we could

not secure the right amount of historical data for the target domain.

DA-HOC is also the optimal option for making occupancy predic-

tions for a newly constructed building, as the building will have no

historical data to draw on.

The limitation of this research is that we have tested the model

in one domain. Hence, applying this to multiple locations requires

an adaptive approach. The algorithm needs to be recalibrated based

on the size of the room for the new target domain during model

preprocessing. Another limitation is our occupancy label for the

cinema came from the number of sold tickets. If there are customers

who purchased tickets, but did not attend the movie, our occupancy

label is not 100% accurate. However, we assume this condition to

only occur within the error boundary of 2-3%.

Domain adaptation and transfer learning research are still in

their infancy and more research is focusing on this area. For fu-

ture work, we plan to increase DA-HOC prediction accuracy and

implement DA-HOC for real-time data sets. Furthermore, the DA-

HOC model can also be applied not only to human occupancy,

but also other domains that utilise domain adaptation analysis.

Other future work includes incremental learning of DA-HOC with

unsupervised domain adaptation without any labelling. The un-

supervised technique reduces the cost of gathering the labels and

finding the ground-truth. Progressive learning models can learn

and will gradually improve their prediction accuracy over time.
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